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Next Generation Cloud Computing Architectures: Performance and Pricing
Kunal Mahajan
Cloud providers need to optimize the container deployments to efficiently utilize their network,
compute and storage resources. In addition, they require an attractive pricing strategy for the com-
pute services like containers, virtual machines, and serverless computing in order to attract users,
maximize their profits and achieve a desired utilization of their resources. This thesis aims to tackle
the twofold challenge of achieving high performance in container deployments and identifying the
pricing for compute services.
For performance, the thesis presents a transport-adaptive network architecture (D-TAIL) im-
proving tail latencies. Existing transport protocols such as Homa, pFabric [1, 2] utilize Shortest
Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) scheduling policy which is known to have starvation issues
for long flows as SRPT prioritizes short flows. D-TAIL addresses this limitation by taking age
of the flow in consideration while deciding the priority. D-TAIL shows a maximum reduction of
72%, 29.66% and 28.39% in 99th-percentile FCT for transport protocols like DCTCP, pFabric and
Homa respectively. In addition, the thesis also presents a container deployment design utilizing
peer-to-peer network and virtual file system with content-addressable storage to address the prob-
lem of cold starts in existing container deployment systems. The proposed deployment design
increases compute availability, reduces storage requirement and prevents network bottlenecks.
For pricing, the thesis studies the tradeoffs between serverless computing (SC) and traditional
cloud computing (virtual machine, VM) using realistic cost models, queueing theoretic perfor-
mance models, and a game theoretic formulation. For customers, we identify their workload dis-
tribution between SC and VM to minimize their cost while maintaining a particular performance
constraint. For cloud provider, we identify the SC and VM prices to maximize its profit. The
main result is the identification and characterization of three optimal operational regimes for both
customers and the provider, that leverage either SC or VM only, or both, in a hybrid configuration.
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Introduction
Cloud computing is a disruptive technology that over the past two decades has dramatically
changed how enterprises compute and how computation is monetized. The enterprises are increas-
ingly deploying their applications on the cloud infrastructure provided by major IT corporations
such as Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. One of the main driving forces behind this transforma-
tion is the large benefit for both the cloud service providers and the enterprises. The cloud services
represents a major source of profit for the cloud providers: in 2017, profit with Amazon’s AWS
Cloud Services surpassed the profit of all other Amazon sales combined [3]. In fact, Microsoft
reported revenue increase of 35% for its cloud division Azure even during the times of the Covid-
19 pandemic [4]. For enterprises, cloud services offer the ability to deploy applications quickly,
minimize the monetary costs compared to private cloud, reliability and scalability.
Cloud computing platforms offer a plethora of computing paradigms like Virtual Machines
(VM), Containers and Serverless Computing. The market competition forces the cloud providers
to ensure high performance of their computing paradigms and attractive pricing strategy of these
services to garner market share. For performance, the cloud provider needs to optimize their three
resources: networks, compute and storage. While research has improved the performance of these
three resources, the current approaches have significant limitations that lower the performance.
For instance, in datacenter networks, research has provided new transport protocols utilizing pri-
oritization of flows to minimize flow completion times. These protocols prioritize small flows and
degrade the performance of large flows, potentially starving them [1, 2]. In compute and storage,
the cloud architecture of deploying containers suffers from the problem of cold start. This the-
sis addresses these limitations and provides performance improvements in network, compute and
storage over existing work. Finally, the thesis also provides an attractive pricing strategy for the
computing paradigms for the cloud providers to ensure maximum profit assuming smart users who
1
aim to minimize their monetary costs.
In Chapter 2, we focus on improving the performance of datacenter networks. We present
D-TAIL, Datacenter Transport Adaptive Improvement in Latencies, an adaptive mechanism easily
implemented on top of existing datacenter transport protocols such as Homa, pFabric, and DCTCP
to improve targeted performance metrics, and in this work we focus on improving tail latencies.
The existing protocols are designed to reduce delays for high-volume short flows, but increase tail
latencies due to significant starvation of larger flows, reducing large flow throughput by an order of
magnitude. Our mechanism works in conjunction with the underlying transport protocol to main-
tain low delays for short flows while addressing starvation of the larger flows. D-TAIL can be used
in environments where flow size information is not known prior to transmission (size-blind), and
is further improved when flow size is known (size-aware). The design utilizes a generalized, adap-
tive scheduler that, using a single parameter, can be tuned to implement a range of conventional
scheduling policies, including SRPT, FCFS, LAS, as well as hybrids of these policies. Bayesian
optimization is used to identify parameter values that address the datacenter operator’s metric of
interest. Our implementation in simulation and upon a Cloudlab testbed demonstrates D-TAIL’s
efficacy in controlling tail latencies and optimizing flow completion times across a range of well-
known data center workloads. We highlight the importance of the adaptability of our mechanism
with experiments that demonstrate improved performance on different workloads over classical
mechanisms like SRPT or LAS. We show that D-TAIL’s size-blind and size-aware variants reduce
DCTCP’s 99th-percentile flow completion time (FCT) by up to 50.14% and 72% respectively in
realistic datacenter workloads. We further show a maximum reduction of 29.66% and 28.39% in
99th-percentile FCT for optimized transport protocols like pFabric and Homa respectively.
In Chapter 3, we focus on addressing the cold start problem in container deployments by ex-
ploiting content similarity. The cold start problem arises due to the current container deploy-
ment design, which requires retrieving the source code from storage to a worker node, creating
the container with source code and executing the container. This process is executed for each
new instance of the container. The problem is exacerbated with concurrency, thereby impacting
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application performance. To solve the cold start problem, we analyze current modes of deploy-
ment and identify data similarities across applications. Based on these observations, we propose a
new container deployment system that is built atop a peer-to-peer network, virtual file-system and
content-addressable storage, which will increase compute availability, reduce storage requirement,
and prevent network bottlenecks.
In Chapter 4, we study the problem of identifying optimal pricing for the computing paradigms:
Virtual Machines and Serverless Computing. We present an analysis of the potential cost bene-
fits of serverless computing for end customers and cloud providers. Using realistic cost models,
queueing theoretic performance models, and a game theoretic formulation, we explore the trade-
offs between serverless computing (SC) and traditional cloud computing (virtual machine, VM).
In the proposed framework, customers distribute their workload between SC and VM to minimize
their cost while maintaining a particular performance constraint, while the cloud provider sets SC
and VM prices to maximize its profit. We explore the impact of relative prices, customer workload,
service capacity, and provider costs. Our main result is the identification and characterization of
three optimal operational regimes for both customers and the provider that leverage either SC or
VM only, or both, in a hybrid configuration. The various insights provided in this chapter can help
both cloud providers and customers better understand the tradeoffs and implications of a hybrid
system that combines serverless and VM rental with corresponding pricing models.
Chapter 2 is done in collaboration with Pearce Kieser, Alex Stein, Yudong Yang, Vishal Misra,
Dan Rubenstein, and is submitted to the 18th USENIX Symposium on Networked Systems Design
and Implementation (NSDI 2021). Chapter 3 is done in collaboration with Saket Mahajan, Vishal
Misra, Dan Rubenstein and is published in the Proceedings of the 15th International Conference on
emerging Networking EXperiments and Technologies (CoNEXT 2019) [5]. Chapter 4 is done in
collaboration with Daniel Figueiredo, Vishal Misra, Dan Rubenstein and is published in the IEEE
Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM 2019) [6].
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Chapter 2: D-TAIL: Improving tail performance of smart schedulers in the
datacenter
The global data center market is expected to grow at an accelerated compounded annual rate of
over 10% until 2022, with an estimated market value increase of $96.99 billion [7]. The significant
growth has fueled the development of an efficient network stack, new transport protocols, and
new congestion control mechanisms. The primary aim of these advances has been to achieve low
latency for short flows and high throughput for large flows, with an emphasis on minimizing tail
latency as datacenters use tail latency as a key metric to measure their performance [1, 2, 8, 9, 10,
11]. The transport protocols achieve lower tail latencies by prioritizing short flows that degrades
the performance of large flows, potentially starving them.
In this chapter, we design a low (tail) latency network architecture which prevents starvation
of large flows and leads to lower tail latencies. The design utilizes and is compatible with existing
transport sender-driven and receiver-driven protocols like Homa, pFabric, DCTCP [1, 2, 9]. It
is information adaptive, i.e., it can utilize flow size information when it is available, but operate
effectively without this information in case it is not available.
2.1 Introduction
The massive parallelism provided to applications by large-scale distributed systems and mi-
croservices architectures can make response times, if not appropriately controlled, unpredictable.
The variability in latencies can be due to various factors such as resource sharing, energy manage-
ment, and load imbalance [12, 13]. Recent works, such as Homa [1] and pFabric [2], have shown
100x lower latencies than the best published measurements by prioritizing the short-lived flows.
Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT), the policy utilized by Homa and pFabric, is known
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to be the optimal policy in terms of optimizing mean response times [1, 2, 14].
However, SRPT does not consider the sojourn time or age of a job, and hence is known to starve
the larger jobs of workloads. Prior work that reduced average latency exhibits an exponential rise
in the 99th-percentile slowdown, with larger (tail) flow completion times (FCT) increasing by up
to a factor of 30 [1]. Ideally, the network architectures would achieve low mean latencies without
inducing starvation of larger flows, regardless of the workload. Our work addresses this issue: How
can tail latency for existing protocols be managed easily and immediately without much impact on
the (non-tail) flows?
Additionally, some transport mechanisms, such as Homa and pFabric assume that the under-
lying flow sizes are known at the time a flow is scheduled, as knowledge of flow size informa-
tion substantially improve data center network performance [1, 2]. As studied in [15], flow size
information can be estimated to a accuracy greater than 80% for Web Search, TensorFlow, and
PageRank workloads. However, [15] also states that it is not plausible to have flow size infor-
mation accurately available for other workloads such as Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [16].
In particular, data centers who host third party customers can rarely assume flow size informa-
tion is known in advance. In short, network architectures should be adaptive to utilize flow size
information, if available, for scheduling, but should remain functional when it is not available.
In this chapter, our goal is to design a low (tail) latency network architecture with the following
properties/characteristics:
• Reuse of well-tested protocols: Utilize and be compatible with existing transport sender-
driven, and receiver-driven protocols like Homa, pFabric, and DCTCP.
• Information Adaptive: Utilize flow size information (size-aware mode) when it is available,
but operate effectively without this information in case it is not available (size-blind mode).
• Avoid starvation: Limit the 99th-percentile FCT for large flows.
• Robustness: Work with a variety of workload types and distributions (RPC style or Map
Reduce, heavy tailed/light tailed), traffic characteristics (incast, other kinds) and data center
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topologies.
We explore an approach that attempts to achieve the low tail latency without significantly com-
promising delays of short-lived flows, with minimal changes to data center architectures as they
exist today. Our insight is to use an elegant scheduling policy that “revives” or re-prioritizes long-
lived flows that are starving, such that the starved flows are completed with a gradual revival,
receiving their needed service in pieces such that short lived flows are not significantly delayed.
We propose D-TAIL, Datacenter Transport Adaptive Improvement in Latencies, an enhancement
mechanism, which can be added to a variety of existing protocols such as Homa, pFabric, and
DCTCP [1, 2, 9]. D-TAIL uses a priority-based scheduling mechanism that is flexible and can
operate without flow size information (size-blind mode), but is further enhanced by using flow
size information (size-aware mode) when available. The generalized scheduling mechanism can
be dynamically adapted to implement a range of scheduling policies like SRPT, FCFS, PS, LAS
[14, 17], as well as hybrid policies that best fit the needs of current datacenter workload using a
single tunable parameter to adapt the policy. Bayesian optimization is used to identify the value
of tunable parameter to meet the performance objectives of each workload. While our mechanism
can work with any performance objective, in this chapter we focus on improving tail latencies.
The chapter makes four major contributions:
• We design a configurable, blind scheduler for datacenter networks, via basic adaptation of
PBS [17], for packet scheduling to the networking context.
• We extend the configurable blind scheduler into a configurable size-aware scheduler, that
utilizes flow size information.
• We show how to extend existing protocols to include the D-TAIL mechanism using only the
information and hardware capabilities assumed by the respective underlying protocol.
• We present both simulation as well as an experimental testbed results on cloudlab[18],
demonstrating that we can maintain mean FCT and significantly reduce tail latencies for
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a variety of real data center workloads. For instance, size-aware reduced Homa’s mean FCT
and 99th%-tile FCT by 22.12% and 28.39% respectively in Facebook Hadoop workload.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. §2.2 presents the motivation and key
ideas behind D-TAIL. §2.3 provides detailed description of the D-TAIL design, priority compu-
tation, and transport protocol-specific implementations. Extensive experimental results of packet-
level simulations are shown in §2.4. §2.5 details our D-TAIL implementation in physical testbed
and testbed results. §2.6 discusses and mentions future work, followed by a summary of related
work in §2.7.
2.2 D-TAIL Motivation and Key Ideas
This section discusses the key ideas behind the design of D-TAIL. Before we delve into the
detailed design, we explain why we believe using existing transport protocols is important. Many
recent data center architectures with newer transport protocols such as Homa, NDP, and pFabric,
have shown significant performance gains over the existing data center deployment [1, 8, 2, 11].
The implementation of these existing protocols affects the entire data center industry including the
chip designers, chip manufacturers, switch manufacturers, and data center operators [19]. This
requires massive investment in terms of time, research, development, and money. Therefore, it is
essential to enhance existing, high-performance architectures with minimal software modifications.
Utilizing existing transport protocols Existing transport protocols are well-studied and have
been fine-tuned to perform effectively across a wide range of data center environments [1, 2, 20,
21]. They have been deployed worldwide and data center operators are well-versed in managing
and troubleshooting. In addition, ideally, we wish to roll out changes in ways which minimally
disrupt users. Requiring application programmers to consider problems in the space traditionally
managed by transport protocols is an additional complexity unlikely to be welcomed by the com-
munity. To support existing transport protocols when making such changes enables the code reuse
and the portability of engineering expertise necessary for speedy deployment.
Tunable scheduling policy The workloads in the data center are not predictable; they are likely
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to change over time as new applications are developed and different types of users arise. The
scheduling policy used in the data center thus should not be based solely on past workload traces,
but should allow the data center administrator to decide how flows within the workload should be
prioritized. This drives our design: using D-TAIL, the data center administrator can specify the
performance objectives (for e.g. 99th-percentile FCT, 99th-percentile slowdown, mean FCT) and
identify the parameter value for the desired performance objective using Bayesian optimization.
2.2.1 PBS Background and Extensions
The motivation of the chapter comes from observing, adapting and extending a generalized
blind scheduling policy called PBS[17]. Scheduling is a compromise not only between individual
tasks, but also between systems with different workload patterns, between different performance
requirements, including mean response time, mean slowdown, responsiveness and fairness mea-
sures. PBS first introduced a generalized blind flexible scheduling policy to balance these require-
ments. Specifically, if a task i has sojourn time as ti(t) and attained service xi(t), then at a high
level a scheduling policy defines fairness in one of two traditional ways:
• Seniority — Prioritize larger sojourn time ti(t)
• Service requirements — Prioritize smaller attained service xi(t)
PBS proposed a balance of these two kinds of fairness requirements by proposing a policy which
schedules a task with maximal ti(t)− αxi(t) where α is a configurable parameter in [0,∞). More
generally: g(ti(t))− αg(xi(t)), where g(·) is some function, e,g., log ti(t)− α log xi(t). The PBS
policy is for every task i, compute its priority value pi(t) = log ti(t)−α log xi(t), equivalent to Pi(t) =
ti(x)
[xi(t)]
α , and at time t, serve the task with the highest priority Pi (or processor share if two jobs
have the same priority level). α is the single tunable parameter which lets the policy move be-
tween FCFS (α = 0), Generalized PS (α = 1), Least Attained Service (α = ∞) as well as hybrid
schedules policies where 0 < α < 1 or 1 < α <∞, see [17] for details.
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Our Size-Aware Extension to PBS
We extend PBS to cover the case where job size information is available, a scenario common
for a set of data center workloads. We simply replace attained service, xi(t), in the definition of
PBS with ri(t): the remaining job size at time t, which allows us to design a flexible policy that
can adapt to different workloads and performance metrics. When the full job size information is
available, the Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) is known to be the optimal policy in
terms of optimizing mean response times. With this simple but important extension to PBS, we
obtain a flexible size-aware policy which can balance requirements between job size and seniority
fairness. Similar to blind PBS, size-aware PBS moves between FCFS (α = 0), enhanced SRPT
(α =∞) as described in §2.2.1 and hybrids in between.
Overcoming SRPT limitations
SRPT does not consider the sojourn time or age of a job, and hence is known to have starvation
issues with long running jobs [14]. D-TAIL overcomes this limitation of SRPT by also incorpo-
rating the age of the flow into the priority metric. The priority value of a starved long flow will
increase as the age of flow increases; thereby, allowing even flows with large remaining job sizes
to be served in short bursts, progressing its transmission without much impact on the small flows.
This key contribution is shown in §2.4.2.
2.3 D-TAIL Design
In this section, we describe the implementation of D-TAIL on top of existing protocols such
as sender-driven protocols (DCTCP, pFabric) and receiver-driven protocols (Homa). In general,
D-TAIL’s design consists of modules like per-flow priority computation using a tunable param-
eter (§2.3.1), priority quantization (§2.3.2) and priority-based scheduling for flows. Generally,
the different underlying scheduling algorithms make varying assumptions about the availability of
information (e.g., flow sizes), as well as the capabilities of components of the datacenter architec-
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ture. When D-TAIL is used to enhance a particular underlying protocol, the D-TAIL implementa-
tion respects and can use the information, capabilities and components assumed by the underlying
protocol that it is enhancing.
2.3.1 Priority computation
As mentioned in §2.2.1 and §2.2.1, we now have two scheduling policies available for flows:
size-blind and size-aware. We extend these two policies in datacenter networks in D-TAIL. Specif-
ically, we use the basic PBS mechanism to decide the priority of a flow in the size-blind mode,






In the size-aware mode, the sojourn time is still the age of the flow while we replace sent bytes





The age of flow is measured in nanoseconds. We record the time when the first packet of each
flow is scheduled and compute the age of flow for other packets in the flow by simply finding the
time difference in nanoseconds. The sent bytes includes the data bytes transmitted by the sender,
and remaining bytes is simply flow size - sent bytes.
The numerator serves to linearly increase the priority of flows that may be experiencing star-
vation, while the denominator serves to gracefully demote flow priority as more service is attained
(size-blind mode) or increase priority as a flow nears completion (size-aware mode). The speed of
this change is determined by α. In our experimental section, we will demonstrate the importance
of having a tunable α which adapts to a variety of workload distributions.
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2.3.2 Priority Quantization
D-TAIL is governed by an equation that generates continuous priority values. When switches
have the ability to support arbitrary priority values, as is the case in pFabric, the priority values
can be used directly. However, most of the currently available commodity switches support a
limited number of (typically four or eight) priority classes. Therefore we need an additional process
for mapping these values into finite priority classes. Homa [1] introduced an elegant mechanism
to map the continuous range of priority values into a finite number of priority buckets, and we
replicate the mechanism in our implementation.
As in the Homa work, we observe priority values computed on the fly for each workload dis-
tribution for one particular alpha. From these priority values we choose boundaries which attempt
to evenly distribute packets across the discrete priority classes. In the blind version of D-TAIL, the
first packet of each flow is sent in the highest priority class (when both numerator and denominator
are 0 and hence the metric is not well-defined). Higher priority values are sent to higher priority
classes. Similarly for size-aware mode, even though the metric is 0 as the numerator is 0, the first
packet of each flow is still sent in the higher priority class. This is done to avoid potential starvation
of the flow since 0 is the lowest priority possible.
2.3.3 Transport Protocol-Specific Modifications
To enhance existing transport protocols, D-TAIL needs to dynamically track per-flow infor-
mation, specifically bytes remaining and flow age. Figure 2.1 presents the design of D-TAIL,
describing the flow of packet starting at the end-host and propagating through the switches. The
end-host, which can be the sender or receiver depending on the protocol, requires a flow informa-
tion table, packet header parser, and packet classifier. The packet header parser obtains the 4-tuple
flow information from each packet and stores the flow metainfo in the table. For size-aware mode,
the flow metainfo also includes the flow size which is included in the packet header in our imple-
mentation. The packet then arrives at the classifier that follows a 4-step process to compute the
priority class for the packet. The first step is a high priority filter which assigns the first packet of
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Figure 2.1: D-TAIL design
any flow to the highest priority class. For subsequent packets, priority value is computed for each
packet, more details in §2.3.1, followed by a quantization method to determine the priority class
explained in §2.3.2. The sender then marks the priority in DSCP bits in the packet header. The
DSCP marked packet is transmitted to the switch, which utilizes the existing DSCP mechanisms to
add the packet to the appropriate priority class output queue (8 queues are depicted in the figure).
The configurations determine whether D-TAIL is configured for size-blind mode or size-aware
mode.
The different underlying transport protocols maintain this information in state differently, de-
pending upon whether they are sender-driven (e.g., DCTCP, pFabric) or receiver-driven (e.g.,
Homa). We discuss separately how we utilize each type of transport protocol’s state to provide
the information needed by D-TAIL.
Sender-driven protocols
DCTCP. DCTCP is a TCP-like protocol for data center networks, leveraging Explicit Con-
gestion Notification (ECN) in the network to provide feedback to the senders to control the rate of
sending packets. In DCTCP, D-TAIL is implemented on the sender side where the sender stores the
flow information and computes the priority of each packet depending on the configuration (size-
blind/size-aware) being used. The sender sends a packet as soon as it is ready to send (and the
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congestion control mechanism allows it), with the D-TAIL priority level set in the DSCP bits by
the sender. As DCTCP does not utilize priority levels, D-TAIL enables strict priority scheduling in
the switches. If there is congestion at the priority level the last packet was sent at, the congestion
control mechanism will react appropriately and slow down the flow of packets.
pFabric. In this section, we describe the D-TAIL enhancement in pFabric[2], as pFabric is
considered to be the optimal protocol for minimizing average FCT. In pFabric, the priority (e.g.,
SRPT: flow’s remaining size) of a packet is encoded using the integer data type by the end-hosts
(sender) in the header of every packet. The switches are responsible for identifying the highest pri-
ority flow and sending it over the network. Using D-TAIL, the end-hosts (sender) simply perform
our priority computation, described in §2.3.1, to calculate the priority for every packet, stored as
a float data type, of each flow. Other approaches such as PIAS [22] and pHost[23] are similar to
pFabric where senders determine the priorities of packets and set the priority levels provided by
either the commodity switches or customized hardware switches for flow prioritization. D-TAIL
enhancement mechanism can be implemented in all of these protocols with simple modifications
in priority assignments for flows.
Receiver-driven protocols
Homa[1] is a receiver-driven low-latency transport protocol using network priorities. Each
receiver (end-host) computes the priorities for all of its incoming data packets in order to approx-
imate the SRPT policy. These priorities are determined based on the flow size distribution with
the goal of an equal distribution of bytes across all priority classes. The receiver disseminates the
priorities to the senders by piggybacking it on other packets. The senders mark the packets with the
priorities obtained from the receiver. For implementing D-TAIL mechanism in Homa, as shown in
Figure 2.1, each receiver utilizes D-TAIL’s priority computation instead of SRPT and the priority
quantization strategy, described in §2.3.2, to determine the priority for every packet. No changes
are made at the sender side and in the process of disseminating priorities from the receiver to the




Our results in the following sections use values of α that were selected using Bayesian opti-
mization [24]. The approach is general and can utilize any performance objective, in this chapter
we focus on 99th-percentile FCT as our performance objective. Bayesian optimization uses Gaus-
sian processes to model an approximation of how α affects 99th-percentile FCT. The optimizer
follows an iterative process in which it decides a set of α ∈ [0,∞] values to execute for the work-
load and uses the results to decide the next set of values. Building these relationships between
α and the performance metric allows us to efficiently test and quickly find a alpha value for the
performance metric for a given workload. §2.4.2 shows the results regarding how the performance
improvement increases over the number of iterations and how quickly the optimizer can identify a
α value that maximizes improvement.
In this chapter, we focus on the efficacy of D-TAIL using the values of α selected by the
Bayesian optimization process. We also show that this process selects "good" αs fairly quickly,
and we leave it as future work to demonstrate that α can be adjusted dynamically at run-time based
on recent workload histories.
2.4 Simulation Evaluation
The results in this section demonstrate, through packet level simulation over five different types
of workloads, that values of α can be quickly identified via Bayesian Optimization that allow
D-TAIL to significantly reduce 99th-percentile FCT with minimal impact on overall FCT. The
simulations allowed us to explore a variety of workloads upon a larger and more varied set of
topologies.
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Figure 2.2: 2-tier leaf-spine network topology.
2.4.1 Simulation Setup
We extend existing simulator implementations of the transport protocols to incorporate the D-
TAIL mechanism. Specifically, we extended NS2 [25] for pFabric, OMNET++ [26] for Homa, and
NS3 [27] for DCTCP.
Topologies
Figure 2.2 shows the 2-tier leaf-spine topology, which is the same topology used for prior
evaluations of Homa [1], pFabric [2], pHost [23], and PIAS [22]. It consists of 144 hosts, 9
ToR switches with 16 hosts per ToR switch and 4 aggregate switches. The link capacity of host-
ToR links and ToR-aggregation links is 10Gbps and 40Gbps respectively. The link propagation
delays are assumed to be 10ns for host-ToR links and 100ns for ToR-aggregation links. The delays
are based upon speed-of-light propagation and cable length estimates. The switches use ECMP
routing.
Workloads
We used various datacenter workloads, obtained from previous works [28, 29, 9, 1], to evalu-
ate our design. The workloads include Facebook Memcached workload (W1), search application
at Google workload (W2), aggregated workload from all applications at Google datacenter (W3),
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Figure 2.3: Workload Distributions. W1 - Facebook Memcached; W2 - Google Search; W3 -
Google Mixed; W4 - Facebook Hadoop; W5 - Microsoft Search
Facebook Hadoop workload (W4), and Microsoft Web Search workload (W5) used for DCTCP pa-
per. Figure 2.3 depicts the CDF of the flow sizes for each of the five workloads. While none of the
workloads strictly follow the mathematical definition of "heavy-tailed", having a high coefficient
of variation (CoV) is often commonly termed as a distribution being "heavy-tailed". Looking at
the CDFs, W1 and W2 have relatively compact support, and can thus be classified as "light-tailed"
whereas in W3, W4 and W5 the flow sizes show a high range and thus they have a high CoV or
are "heavy-tailed".
Workload Generation
In our experiments, unless otherwise stated we pick random source and destination hosts (not
belonging to the same rack), with each source generating Poisson arrivals such that the aggregate
network load is 80%, similar to Homa[1]. The size of each flow generated is determined via inverse
transform sampling on CDFs corresponding to one of the 5 workloads previously discussed.
Configurations for Homa, pFabric and DCTCP
Homa, pFabric. Since we used the original implementations for both of these protocols, we
kept the default configurations and simply added our enhancement mechanism on top of them.
DCTCP. We obtained an NS3 implementation of DCTCP from [30], which bases critical func-
tionality on built-in support for TCP RED; this is presently the only such transport protocol in
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NS3 that implements ECN marking out of the box. The hosts and the switches utilize 8 priority
queues. To meaningfully compare the performance of DCTCP and DCTCP with D-TAIL, we set
the DCTCP threshold k for the 8 D-TAIL priority queues to 1/8th the value set for vanilla DCTCP
and we do the same for switch queue buffer sizes, thus ensuring the two approaches use similar
resources and similar aggregate buffering.
2.4.2 Simulation Results
We now present key results from our simulations. We initially present the trace of how the pri-
ority value of a flow changes over time, which provides insight into the D-TAIL priority schedul-
ing mechanism for both size-blind and size-aware. Subsequently, we present transport protocol-
specific results showing enhancements by D-TAIL.
Priority value fluctuations for size-blind mode
Figure 2.4 plots the log-base2 of priority values of packets for a single flow in Facebook Mem-
cached workload executed on DCTCP with D-TAIL mechanism for α = 0.1 and α = 1 on the left
y-axis along with the priority class (marked as ’X’) of the packet on the right y-axis. The highest
priority class is 7, while the lowest is 0. The x-axis represents the packet sequence number i.e.
the order in which the packet arrives. This flow was chosen at random from the top 10% longest
flows in the workload. This large flow shows multiple instances when the flow is starved and how
D-TAIL increases the priority of this flow to attain more service.
The first packet in a flow does not have a priority value and is always assigned the highest
priority (omitted in the plot) regardless of the mode D-TAIL operates. For α = 0.1, there is an
overall increase in the priority value as the scheduling policy is closer to FCFS (where α = 0). This
is evident as longer the flow is in the system, the later arriving packets (higher packet sequence
number) get scheduled in higher priority classes. Even though this flow is not scheduled in the
highest priority class 7 ever after its first packet, the log-base2 priority value sharply increases
for the last packet. The lack of packets in the highest priority class is simply due to the current
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Figure 2.4: Size-blind: Log-base 2 of priority value
selection of priority bin boundaries.
In the bottom subplot, For α = 1, the priority values decrease as the flow attains service until
it is starved. At starvation, the age of flow increases along with an increase in the priority value of
the subsequent packet. There are multiple such instances and one such instance is observed from
packets 14,15,16 where packets 14 and 16 are in priority class 1, while packet 15 is in priority
class 0. Particularly interesting is the increase in the priority for the last packet, which would have
starved without D-TAIL mechanism and suffered a worse FCT.
Priority value fluctuations for size-aware mode
Figure 2.5 plots a similar graph as Figure 2.4 for packets of a single flow in Facebook Mem-
cached workload where α = 1 along with the priority class (marked as ’X’) of each packet on the
right axis. After the first packet (omitted in the plot) is scheduled in the highest priority class 7,
the flow has very low priority for initial packets 1 and 2 as bytes remaining is large. In SRPT, this
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Figure 2.5: Size-aware: Log-base2 of priority value
long flow will be always starved in favor of the short flows. However in size-aware, as the age of
flow increases, the priority values increase, thereby scheduling the packets in the higher priority
classes. The last packet of the flow is scheduled in the highest priority class 7. This shows how
size-aware provides an enhanced SPRT scheduling policy.
DCTCP Results
We implemented D-TAIL in DCTCP and evaluated both the size-blind and size-aware modes.
Figure 2.6 plots the cumulative distribution FCT of all flows for each workload at 80% network
load. Flow completion time is plotted on the x-axis in log scale. Each plot includes 3 different
curves: one showing vanilla DCTCP while the remaining showing DCTCP enhancements in size-
blind and size-aware configurations with α mentioned in the legends. For each workload, flows
in size-aware and size-blind modes complete earlier than DCTCP, thereby showing improvements
obtained from D-TAIL without compromising the performance of short flows. For instance, in
Google Search workload, when half of the flows are completed using DCTCP at 70us, 90% and
99% flows have been completed for size-blind and size-aware respectively.
We observed the highest improvement to 99th-percentile FCT across all workloads in DCTCP,
as well as improvement in short-FCT, as DCTCP is a more general mechanism that operates in







Figure 2.6: DCTCP simulation results: CDF of FCTs.
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Homa. As in Homa, to show the enhancement for small flows, we created 10 log-spaced buckets
based on the range of flow sizes for each workload, and find the 99th-percentile FCT of all flows
falling into each bucket. For example, in Google Search workload, the 99th%-tile FCT is reduced
by 59.26% and 74.07% for size-blind and size-aware respectively over DCTCP for the bucket with
flow sizes up to 110 bytes. In Facebook Memcached workload, D-TAIL size-blind and size-aware
modes provide improvement of 20% and 76% respectively. Similar improvements are obtained for
the other workloads and Table 2.1 shows the results for all workloads for the bucket with lowest


























Table 2.1: DCTCP 99%-tile FCT percent reduction
pFabric Results
While the improvements of D-TAIL on top of DCTCP are significant, D-TAIL can also enhance
highly optimized transport protocols such as pFabric.
Comparisons. Size-aware D-TAIL is compared against the original pFabric implementation,
which uses SRPT policy. We also modify pFabric to implement a size-blind mode that applies
a Least Attained Service (LAS) policy, since LAS has been shown to minimize average FCT for
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workloads where flow-size information is not available [31]. This allows us to look at how D-TAIL
can improve a general scheduling approach in both size-aware and size-blind contexts.
Improvement in 99th-percentile FCT. Figure 2.7 plots the percent improvement in pFabric
and Homa in the 99th-percentile FCT (x-axis) and mean FCT (y-axis) for each workload using size-
aware mode. All workloads show improvement in the 99th-percentile FCT. In this section, we will
describe pFabric results, while Homa results are described in §2.4.2. For pFabric, Microsoft Search
Workload shows the highest improvement across all workloads at 29%. Similar improvements on
a smaller magnitude are seen for mean FCT across all workloads except for Facebook Memcached
workload which performs slightly worse at −1.2%. These results highlight that size-aware mode
improves the 99th-percentile FCT without significantly degrading the mean FCT.
Figure 2.7: pFabric and Homa results: Tradeoff between 99th-percentile FCT and mean FCT
Optimizing for other metrics. Datacenters use 99th-percentile FCT of a workload as a mea-
sure of its performance. This metric looks at the FCT of a flow which lies at the 99th-percentile.
All the flows after the flow at 99th-percentile, which are potentially starved, are not considered in
the metric. Therefore, we also look at an another metric, 99th-percentile mean FCT, that considers
these long flows and provides a metric for identifying starvation. The 99th-percentile mean FCT
is the mean of the FCT of all flows at the 99th-percentile and above. We run the experiments again







Figure 2.8: pFabric simulation results. Size-blind % enhancement, Size-aware % enhancement
and CDF of FCT of top 1% slowest flows, shown from left to right
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each workload.
Figure 2.8 plots the percentage improvement using size-blind mode, percentage improvement
using size-aware mode, and cumulative distribution of FCT of the 1% of slowest flows for each
workload. These improvements are shown for the α value, mentioned on top on each plot, obtained
from the Bayesian optimization. The bar plots in Figure 2.8 show the percent improvement at 25th,
50th (median), 75th, 90th and 99th percentile mean FCT for size-blind (left plots) and size-aware
(center plots).
Value of α Depends on Workload. The results obtained for Figure 2.8 show that different
values of α work better for different workloads, and one size doesn’t fit all. Specifically, in the
size-blind setting, α = 45.06 works best for the Google Mixed workload, whereas α = 1.37
works best for Facebook Hadoop workload. Similarly, in the size-aware setting, α = 638.37
and α = 1.49 provide improvement for Google Mixed workload and Facebook Hadoop workload
respectively. With the D-TAIL enhancement, the α can be identified to work well with different
kinds of workload distributions, which is a limitation with other approaches which use specific
scheduling algorithms. The value of α for Facebook Memcached in size-blind mode is greater
than 1015. This high value of α indicates that the priority of a flow is dictated entirely by number
of bytes sent, thereby approximating LAS policy.
Magnitude of performance improvements depends on Workload Distribution. From Fig-
ure 2.8, D-TAIL improved the 99th-percentile mean FCT for each workload with improvements
up to 20% and 37% in size-blind and size-aware respectively for Microsoft Search workload. In
Facebook Hadoop and Facebook Memcached workload, this improvement comes at the cost of
slowing the short flows, indicated by negative % improvement in the 25th percentiles. For Face-
book Memcached, Google Search, and Google Mixed, the percent improvement is less than 5% for
the 99th-percentile as 90% of the flow sizes in these workloads are smaller than 1000 bytes, which
can be transmitted in a single packet. The improvements in the 99th-percentile are greater than
10% for W4 and W5 as they comprise of a majority of large flows where D-TAIL prioritization is
effective and enhances pFabric.
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Mitigating starvation for long flows. The CDFs in Figure 2.8 plot the 1% slowest FCTs,
which are the longest flows in the workload, for pFabric and size-aware (same value of α that
optimizes the 99th-percentile mean FCT). These plots show that the 1% slowest flows complete
earlier in size-aware than in pFabric. For instance, in Microsoft Search workload, 99% flows are
completed in size-aware while only 50% flows have finished in pFabric at FCT of 0.4 seconds. This
indicates that the long flows get prioritized and finish earlier (preventing starvation) in addition to
improvements at the key performance metric of 99th percentile FCT.
Finding the α using Bayesian Optimization.
Figure 2.9: Number of iterations for Microsoft Search in pFabric
Figure 2.10: Optimizer model of α for Microsoft Search in pFabric
We used Bayesian Optimization to identify the α minimizing workload 99th-percentile FCT.
The optimizer runs multiple epochs sequentially, where each epoch consists of up to 4 parallel
runs. In our simulations, we ran 24 epochs (96 α values) and found them to be sufficient in
identifying the α value that shows improvement for each workload. Figure 2.9 shows the percent
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improvement of size-aware over pFabric over the steps of the optimization process. This process
is characterized by large early gains in the first 20 iterations and finer gains over the course of the
optimization. Figure 2.10 plots the effect of α on % improvement in 99th-percentile FCT. The
black dots represent the results from the simulation of the α values selected by the optimizer. The
red line is the predicted improvement in the 99th-percentile FCT based on the model, with a shaded
red region indicating its corresponding 95%-confidence interval (CI). The figure shows that α = 2
gives the highest percent improvement of 30%. The algorithm chooses more points in that region
of α to shrink the CI to best exploit expected gain. While running the optimizer for more iterations
will lead to tighter CI, size-aware obtained high improvement in fewer iterations.
Homa Results
Similar to performance improvements with D-TAIL on pFabric, D-TAIL on Homa improved
99th-percentile FCT performance compared to the existing Homa implementation. Figure 2.7
shows the % improvement in the mean FCT and 99th-percentile FCT for D-TAIL across workloads.
D-TAIL reduced 99th%-tile FCT by 28.39% for Facebook Hadoop workload along with reduction
in mean FCT of 22.11% using α = 0.03. Similarly, D-TAIL reduced 99th%-tile FCT and mean
FCT for Google Mixed workload by 15.30% and 10.71% respectively using α = 0.0014. For
Facebook Memcached and Google Search workloads, we see minimal improvement of 0.25% in
99th%-tile FCT because 95% of flows are less than 1000 bytes and these flows are transmitted
entirely in Homa’s mechanism of sending the initial RTTbytes for each flow with pre-allocated
priorities.
2.5 Testbed Evaluation
In this section, we describe D-TAIL implementation on the testbed and the evaluations which
show the performance improvements obtained for incast, permutation and random workloads.
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2.5.1 Implementation
This section presents the implementation of D-TAIL on the testbed of 16 hosts, 2 top-of-the-
rack switches and 2 aggregate switches. The testbed, shown in Figure 2.11, is hosted on CloudLab.
The link capacity of each link is 10Gbps, achieving a 4:1 oversubscription ratio.
Figure 2.11: CloudLab topology
End-host implementation The hosts on CloudLab, which are identified by the hardware type
’xl170’, are 10-core (20 thread) Intel Xeon Broadwell E5 machines with 64 GB of RAM and 480
GB of SSD disk space, running Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS with 4.15.0-47-generic kernel and DCTCP
enabled. We run sender and receiver processes simultaneously on the hosts to track the FCT.
To calculate the priority value for each packet, we use eBPF[32] at the egress interface of the
hosts to track the flow size, bytes sent so far and flow age. The eBPF code works as a tc_filter[33]
to the interface: it runs in the kernel space, attached to the network stack. The kernel passes each
egress packet by calling our eBPF function in which each flow is tracked using the 4-tuple of IP
addresses and port numbers in the packet header. For each packet, our eBPF function updates the
bytes sent and age of flow, calculates the priority value and writes the tos bits to the packet header,
then the packet is returned to the kernel. To speed-up the priority computation and avoid floating
point arithmetic, we take the logarithm of the original priority function mentioned in sec. 2.3.1.
Then the DSCP bits in the IP header of each packet are marked based on its priority class.
To send a flow, the sender randomly selects a destination from the hosts on the other rack, and
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chooses a flow size based on the workload distribution. The connections are closed as soon as the
chosen workloads are sent. At the receivers, we keep records of the completion time of each flow,
measured by the time from the socket connection was accepted to the receipt of connection closed
by the sender.
Switch implementation The switches used in the topology are Dell System S4048-ON [34]
with Dell EMC Networking OS version 9.13.0.1. The switches have 8 queues. However, 4 queues
are reserved for control traffic, which forced our D-TAIL implementation to utilize only 4 queues.
The queues are configured with strict priority scheduling.
2.5.2 Testbed evaluation
Incast workload Permutation workload Random workload
Figure 2.12: DCTCP testbed results for incast, permutation and random traffic patterns
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation on the CloudLab testbed. The topology
is shown in Figure 2.11. As previously noted, the switches available on cloudlab reserve 4 priority
classes for control traffic, so we are limited to using 4 priority classes instead of 8 as in the simu-
lations. In addition, only the switches utilize the priority queues unlike simulations where both the
hosts and switches were configured with priority queues.
The results, however, continue to follow a similar pattern of D-TAIL enhancing performance
significantly of DCTCP, both for FCT as well as controlling tail latency. We tested D-TAIL in
a variety of traffic characteristics such as incast, permutation and random. These traffic patterns
have been used for evaluation in [8, 10]. In incast, 15 hosts send 1350KB flows to one receiver
host. In permutation, each host sends to and receives flows from only a single host. In random,
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the source and destination hosts are chosen at random. Figure 2.12 plots the CDF of FCT of flows
for the best α for the three workloads. For incast and permutation workload, size-aware (α = 4)
enhanced DCTCP, while size-blind had similar performance as DCTCP. For random workload,
both size-blind (α = 2) and size-aware (α = 2) enhanced DCTCP.
2.6 Discussion and Future Work
In this section, we discuss and propose future work in D-TAIL that will be promising and
further improve the datacenter network performance.
Partial availability of flow size information. D-TAIL works in either the size-blind mode
(flow-size information is not available) or the size-aware mode (flow-size information is available).
Given the two extremes in terms of flow-size information available, naturally a question arises
whether D-TAIL can have a mode relying on partial availability of flow-size information. The
partial availability of flow-size information can be obtained in two ways. Firstly, as shown in
[15], flow-size information can be obtained for certain workloads with a accuracy greater than
80%. In this case, D-TAIL’s priority computation can utilize the predicted flow-size information
to compute the priority class for the flow. In future work, it will be interesting to explore if the
partial information can reduce the tail latency of the transport protocols. Also, identifying the
percentage of prediction accuracy required would be beneficial to classify the mode of usage in
D-TAIL for a workload. Secondly, a datacenter can have a diverse mix of applications and the
application developers for a subset of applications can provide the flow-size information to the
transport protocol. It is worth investigating in the future if using a hybrid of size-blind mode and
size-aware mode, i.e. using size-blind for flows without flow-size information and using size-
aware for flows with flow-size information, can improve the overall performance of the datacenter
networks.
Tail-Latency as a function of α. In D-TAIL, the tunable parameter α is powerful because
it can be fine-tuned to achieve better performance for a variety of workloads. However, finding
the value of α requires the use of Bayesian optimization. In the optimization, multiple iterations
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of the experiments are required to identify an α that improves performance. While all of our
experiments have shown that 25 iterations are sufficient for the analyzed workloads, it is entirely
plausible that significantly more iterations can be required for other workloads. We believe that
understanding the impact of α on tail-latency would be beneficial. One opportunity to explore
is finding tail-latency as a function of α dependent on factors including workload characteristics
such as flow-size distribution and flow arrival rate, and network characteristics such as topology,
link-speeds, and number of priority classes in switches. Having this function can further enable
datacenter operators to easily figure out the value of α for their workloads.
Optimally selecting the bin boundaries in Priority Quantization Priority Quantization is
dependent on the number of priority classes supported by the switches. Typically, commodity
switches support 4 or 8 priority classes. In priority quantization, we aimed to distribute equal
number of bytes across the available priority classes. This distribution required splitting the infinite
range of priority values into 4 to 8 bins depending on the switches. In our simulations assuming 8
bins, we had to identify 7 priority values that would serve as the bin boundaries. We observed that
the tail latency for a workload was extremely sensitive to the selection of bin boundaries. Obtaining
the bin boundaries that reduced tail-latencies was a challenging task due to the time factor of age
of flow in the priority calculation. The age of flow makes it difficult to get an even distribution of
bytes across the priority classes. One possible strategy worth exploring in the future work is using
Bayesian Optimization for selecting the bin boundaries. This approach adds complexity due to
the need for fine-tuning multiple parameters. However, it would immensely simplify the protocol
deployment for the datacenter operators.
2.7 Related Work
§2.2.1 describes how the adaptable priority scheme, PBS [17], is applied within D-TAIL to
dynamically adjust flow priorities within a network as a function of their age and bytes sent. Our
current work makes two contributions. First, PBS was proposed as a general purpose scheduler in
any M/G/1, and D-TAIL is the first to demonstrate the applicability of PBS within a networking
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context. Second, PBS was designed as a configurable blind scheduler, while our work here extends
the mechanism in size-aware settings, giving better performance to blind PBS by reducing the flow
completion times for 99th-percentile.
A large body of work exists with the intention of providing low latency for short flows and
high throughput for long flows in datacenter networks [10, 35, 1, 2, 36, 23, 37]. While the goal is
for the most part identical, the underlying differences are with respect to 1) whether flow sizes are
known a priori (i.e., use non-blind scheduling), 2) the importance of maintaining high throughput
for larger flows, and 3) to what degree the underlying parts that make up the data center (end-
systems, switches, and transport protocols) require modification or specialization. With respect to
these differences, D-TAIL can 1) operate in-the-blind (without knowing flow sizes) but, as demon-
strated in Sec. 2.3.1, utilize flow size information when available, 2) increase its tunable parameter,
α, to increase the importance of maintaining high throughput for larger flows, and 3) has a mini-
malist approach to modifications required for its implementation (i.e., priority classes at switches
and a priority marking mechanism at the sender end-systems), enhancing performance of existing
transport protocols.
The approach most closely related to ours is [37], which operates in-the-blind and, without
knowledge of flow size assigns a flow, assigns a flow to a decreased priority class as the length of
bytes transmitted increases. Deciding the size at which a flow transitions to the next priority class
is a challenging problem that must be precisely tuned, and is heavily dependent on the statistics
of the workload. While D-TAIL also requires deciding the priority bin boundaries, this problem is
alleviated in D-TAIL due to the tunable parameter. The tunable parameter allows us to iterate and
identify the splitting of bytes across priority classes; thereby, providing an additional and simpler
control mechanism for fine-tuning workload performance. Furthermore, since the sojourn time of
a flow is not taken into consideration, large flows can become starved indefinitely under heavy
network loads, whereas D-TAIL will increase priority of a large flow when the ratio of bytes sent
to sojourn time is too small.
To the best of our knowledge, all remaining approaches utilize non-blind scheduling and as-
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sume individual flow sizes are known a priori [1, 2]. While these approaches provide lower 99th-
percentile flow completion times, they lack flexibility and cannot be utilized for workloads where
knowing or predicting the flow sizes a priori is difficult. [15] presents an analysis of workloads
with unpredictable flow sizes. For such workloads, D-TAIL size-blind mode can be deployed.
A different approach to non-blind scheduling is to require a pre-authorized scheduling of flow
packets (e.g., [23, 36, 35]) and therefore rely heavily on knowledge about the internal configuration
of the switching fabric, and must take extra steps to remain fault tolerant.
Rather than provide explicit schedules, some mechanisms require pacing the rate at which
senders inject traffic to ensure the various flows conform to the capabilities of the internal switches.
For instance, [38] assigns flows to different priorities at the application layer, and sender-side
rate limiters ensure controlled entry of traffic into the network. This approach requires analyzing
traffic generated by applications, and manually assigning priorities per-application, which places
additional burden on datacenter operators. Another paced approach is presented in [39], where the
underlying transport protocol is DCTCP, but where switches must also perform phantom queueing.
This approach does not utilize priority queues in the switches, which D-TAIL takes advantage of
to reduce flow completion times for a variety of workloads.
Work that requires substantial modification to internal switches and to end-system design [2,
40, 1, 8] have demonstrated substantial latency improvement in small flow delivery latencies, and
generally claim to maintain sufficient throughput for large flows, but cannot provide any stringent
guarantees and conditions can arise in which starvation of large flows can occur.
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Chapter 3: Exploiting content similarity to address cold start in container
deployments
Container deployments is an important process for the cloud providers. An efficient deploy-
ment mechanism can lead to better utilization of resources for the cloud provider and high per-
formance for the users. On the contrary, an inefficient deployment mechanism will create bottle-
necks and degrade the users performance, potentially forcing the user to walk away from the cloud
provider services. Cold start is one of the critical problems affecting the existing container deploy-
ment designs [41, 42, 43]. Cold start is the latency induced in the process of creating a container,
downloading and booting the container on a worker node for execution. In this chapter, we pro-
pose a container deployment design consisting of peer-to-peer network and virtual file system with
content-addressable storage to tackle the cold start problem by exploiting the content similarity
within containers.
3.1 Introduction
CISCO[44] has forecasted that 94 percent of workloads and compute instances will be pro-
cessed by cloud data centers and the annual global data center IP traffic will reach 20.6 ZB by the
end of 2021 [45]. This begs the question: Is the current cloud system capable of efficiently utilizing
compute, storage and network resources for the increased workload?
Serverless computing has emerged as a win-win technology benefiting both cloud providers
(CP) by providing fine-grained control and the users by allowing quick application deployments,
version control, and attractive pricing [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 41, 6, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57]. In
serverless, the CP maintains generic worker nodes to execute the functions uploaded by the users
from a centralized storage bucket (e.g., S3[58]) that holds code to be executed when corresponding
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jobs arrive. For function execution, the CP builds a container with the source code, downloads
the container on a worker node from centralized storage bucket and executes it. This process
induces a latency while downloading and initializing the container, referred to as a "cold start",
whose magnitude is dependent on a set of application-specific factors [41, 42, 43]. The cold start
problem is exacerbated with scaling as each new function execution incurs the cold start latency.
To reduce the impact of cold start for subsequent executions, multiple instances of the worker node
are retained for tens of minutes [43], thereby reducing compute availability.
The cold start problem arises due to the existing container deployment design, which re-
trieves each new instance of a container from the storage bucket. Our proposed system design
addresses the problem and consists of 4 modules: peer-to-peer network (p2p), virtual file system
with content-addressable storage (CAS), partial delivery execution and TCP splitting. The user
uploads the source code to a CAS bucket that has hash based references to file blocks using a
MerkleDAG [59]. Each worker node runs a p2p client and a CAS-based virtual file system. To
execute the containerized source code, the worker node requests file blocks from the virtual file
system, which serves the blocks if already present at the node; otherwise, it fetches the requested
file blocks from the p2p network from other nodes and/or the CAS bucket. This enables partial
delivery execution[60] (starting execution before all blocks are delivered) of the container, with
the added benefit of live migration [61] of the container from one worker node to another. Live mi-
gration requires availability of the application’s IP address on the destination machine, which we
ensure via TCP splitting at the master node as shown in figure 3.1. Our system can be incorporated
in existing container orchestration platforms such as Kubernetes [62].
3.2 Key Ideas
The key ideas are based on analysis of the characteristics of the different ways the applications
are deployed, and motivating the need for hash-based reference to file blocks.
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Figure 3.1: TCP splitting
3.2.1 Characteristics of deploying an application
Scaling [63], versioning [64], and live migration [61] represent the three ways in which an ap-
plication is deployed on the worker nodes. In scaling, multiple identical application instances are
replicated across nodes to meet either the current demand or predicted demand. In versioning, the
application is updated, requiring different versions to be supported on the cloud. The updated ap-
plication will likely have significant overlaps of data with previous versions. In live migration, an
application is moved from one worker node to another, which requires saving current state (check-
point) of the container, transferring and executing the checkpoint on a different worker without
disrupting the user experience. For all the three modes, our proposed system can reduce the la-
tency by exploiting the presence of identical blocks. Figure 3.2 shows the percentage of identical
256KB blocks of 15 checkpoints of an open source e-commerce web application, PrestaShop [65],
taken after every minute. As shown in figure, the first checkpoint had 53% blocks identical to the
original container checkpoint. Even in later checkpoints there still remained a 24% overlap with
the original configuration of the application.
3.2.2 Block similarity in source code across applications
Applications tend to commonly use popular libraries for a variety of tasks, such as image
processing, data analytics, machine learning, etc. Based on scraping 876K Python projects from
GitHub, [41] identified 20 most common PyPI[66] packages used as GitHub project dependencies
and measured the initialization time for these packages with 12.8 seconds as the highest time
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Figure 3.2: Blocks similarity
for pandas[67]. This time can be reduced by our proposed system as the blocks for the popular
libraries may already exist on the worker node and/or can be fetched from multiple worker nodes
by leveraging the p2p network.
3.3 Implementation and Evaluation
Our system utilizes modified IPFS [68], a p2p, content addressed file system. The IPNS [68]
mount-point provides the virtual FUSE-based custom file system enabling container executions
and live migrations. The evaluation below shows twofold benefits: minimizing average completion
time of container checkpoint transfers and reduction in the cold start latency.
3.3.1 Multiple Shuffles
Our testbed consists of 8 t2.micro[69] nodes on AWS[70], four in Oregon region and the re-
maining in North Virginia region. Each node has 2 container images (roughly 200MB each). In
shuffle, each node acquires 2 container images chosen at random from nodes in the other region.
We perform multiple shuffles capturing scenarios in big data distributed processing frameworks
such as Apache Spark [71]. Figure 3.3 shows an improvement of 33.3% and 59.3% in average
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transfer completion time over rsync[72] transfers for the first shuffle and sixth shuffle respectively.
Figure 3.3: Multiple shuffles
3.3.2 Live Migration
We developed a simple web application which simply kept a count of number of HTTP requests
and created a checkpoint whose size was 7MB. We performed live migration of the container using
our system and found a 37.9% reduction in boot time over rsync on the same testbed as in sec 3.3.1
with 2 nodes containing copies of the checkpoint.
3.4 Related Work
[41] proposed a specialized container system, eliminating kernel bottlenecks, that is optimized
for serverless workloads. Other solutions to cold start problem include increasing the memory
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allocation, choosing a faster runtime, keeping shared data in memory, shrinking source code pack-
age size, monitoring performance and logging relevant indicators, using time-series forecasting,
and keeping a pool of pre-warmed functions [73]. However these solutions not only put an addi-
tional burden on the developers by increasing monetary costs, reducing implementation flexibility,
requiring significant optimization, thereby hindering quick deployment and fast growth, but also
inefficiently utilize the compute and storage resources of the cloud provider.
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Chapter 4: Optimal Pricing for Serverless Computing
Cloud computing is a disruptive technology that over the past two decades has dramatically
changed how enterprises compute and how computation is monetized. Cloud computing platforms
offer a plethora of computing paradigms such as Virtual Machines, Containers, and Serverless
Computing along with their pricing models. The enterprises can utilize either one of these services
or any combination of them. In this chapter, we provide a smart enterprise user model, which aims
to meet the desired performance objectives, minimize monetary costs, and provides the workload
breakdown for each of the services. Assuming this user model, we also provide a pricing strategy
for the cloud providers to maximize their profits.
4.1 Introduction
The classic computing paradigm is the rental of virtual machines (VMs) for prolonged periods
of time: the price depends on the VM resources (e.g., CPU, memory) and contract duration (e.g.,
month, year).
(a) Single VM (b) Multiple VMs
Figure 4.1: Cost analysis for VMs
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This VM rental paradigm can be inefficient for both the customer and provider since the reser-
vation of resources is for a long duration. This inefficiency is explained in Figure 4.1: The left
plot shows the cost as a function of the arrival load (e.g., jobs per second). Note that as the VM
rental cost is fixed (Cv), the cost does not vary with the load when a single VM is rented (Fig-
ure 4.1(a)). There are two noteworthy issues: 1) when the load is too low, the VM is underutilized.
Thus, the customer ends up paying a higher price for its effective computation; 2) when the load
is too high, the VM is overloaded, and performance degrades to inadequate levels (e.g., very long
response times). The second problem can be addressed by renting a second VM, as illustrated in
Figure 4.1(b). However, the first problem persists. Note that if the first VM is overloaded by a
small amount, renting two VMs can still leave the VMs underutilized.
A more recent paradigm is the rental of VMs under a contract that charges only for the times
during which the VM is on. While this paradigm permits both the customer and provider to utilize
resources with greater efficiency, there is still an overhead incurred, namely, time required to hi-
bernate the VM, time to restore a hibernated VM, and user responsibility for turning the VMs on
and off. In this chapter, we focus on the more classic VM rental model, where the user pays a fixed
rate independent of the state of the VM.
Even more recently, the Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) paradigm, also known as Serverless
Computing (SC), has emerged, in which users install functions in the cloud that are executed by
their remote applications. The cost of a function call depends on its running time and resources
consumed such as memory. From the provider perspective, since SC operates atop a container
infrastructure as opposed to a more generalized VM infrastructure, the underlying hardware can
be utilized more efficiently as it accommodates more containers than general purpose VMs [74].
This allows providers to increase profit by driving user loads onto SC, and to raise the respective
price for unit time processing in SC.
However, SC can only handle a certain class of workload (different cloud providers offer dif-
ferent APIs and languages to instantiate the functions) and VMs will continue to be offered by
cloud provider. The price of renting the VMs is then decided by market competition between the
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cloud providers, and so the providers cannot arbitrarily increase the price of SC (or offer only SC)
as the rational user always has the option to switch to (the cheaper) VM rental.
In this chapter, we explore the question of how a provider can relatively price SC, in order
to maximize profit when facing rational users that minimize their costs (under some performance
constraint). We combine simple cost models grounded in existing cost profiles offered by real
cloud providers and traditional queueing theory and game theory to identify optimal strategies for
both the user and provider. In particular, we determine how a user should purchase cloud services
to minimize its cost and serve its workload under a given performance constraint. Moreover, we
determine how the provider should set prices for cloud services in order to maximize profits. More
specifically, we make the following contributions:
• We leverage simple queueing models for VMs and SC to characterize their performance
under some given load (see §4.2).
• We analyze the model and determine the optimal allocation between VMs and SC as a func-
tion of model parameters, such as prices for VMs and SC set by the provider, service capacity
of VMs and containers, and user performance constraint (see §4.2.1).
• Three possible operational regimes emerge under minimum user cost: use SC only, combine
SC and VM, and use VM only.
• We propose a simple cost model for the provider to offer VM and SC, where its revenue
is identical to the user’s cost. Under this consideration, we formulate a game between the
provider and the user, while for former sets a price and the latter decides on VM and SC (see
§4.3 and §4.3.1).
• We identify the analytical expression for a Nash equilibrium of the game, using a strategy
where the user minimizes its cost (under a given price) and the provider maximizes its profit
(see §4.3.2).
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4.2 Cloud Services Model: User perspective
Consider cloud computing services where a client (user) may utilize both serverless computing
(SC) and virtual machines (VMs). We apply the traditional cost model of such services where
VMs are rented at a fixed price per unit time (denoted by αv), irrespective of the loads placed on
them and the running times of jobs they process. In contrast, SC also has a fixed unit time price
(denoted by αs). However, the cost of SC is proportional to sum of running times (duration) of
jobs processed by the service.
Each rented VM is modeled as a single server system with a fixed capacity. However, due to
variability in job sizes, we assume the time required to service a job can follow any distribution
with average 1/µv. Note that µv can be interpreted as the average job service rate and is a parameter
of the VM.
SC is modeled as an infinite server queue with fixed capacity, as the cloud provider dynamically
allocates resources to service each job within a given performance profile (e.g., provided enough
memory and CPU to process at a given rate). More specifically, the provider dynamically allocates
containers (a lightweight VM at OS-level) to service a job arriving to its SC platform [74]. Al-
though a container is given a fixed processing capacity (and memory), the variability in job sizes
leads to an arbitrary distribution for the job service time. We assume that the average job service
time in SC is 1/µs. Again, µs can be interpreted as the average job service rate and is a parameter
of the SC platform.
Consider a client that uses cloud services to process a continuous arrival of jobs, with an aver-
age rate denoted by λ (e.g., λ = 10 jobs per minute), and would like to minimize its cost subject
to some performance constraint, such as mean response time of jobs. In particular, we assume the
client can leverage multiple VMs and SC simultaneously, splitting its load across the contracted
services. We assume that the arriving jobs are mutually independent, i.e. the execution of a job
does not depend on the execution of any other job1.
1This assumption can be relaxed considerably to assuming only that two simultaneously running jobs are not
dependent on one another.
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We assume client load arrives according to a Poisson process with rate λ and is split randomly2
among the rented resources, such that a thinned Poisson process arrives at VMs and SC. This
permits us to model each VM as an M/G/1 queue, while SC as an M/G/∞ queue.
Recalling that the client has an explicit performance constraint when using cloud services, we
assume this constraint is an upper bound on the average response time of jobs sent to the cloud
for processing. For the SC model, this constraint translates directly to the average service time
parameter, 1/µs. For the VM model, we employ a utilization constraint: every rented VM must
have a utilization that is smaller than ρt, a parameter set by the client. In this form, using the
Pollaczek-Khinchine formula [75], the response time constraint applied to an M/G/1 queue maps to
a utilization constraint given the mean and second moment of the workload distribution. Moreover,
several other performance constraints, such as the 95th response time, can also be mapped to some
maximum utilization in this model.
Let s(λ) ≤ λ denote the rate of load the client assigns to SC. Recall that in SC the client pays
as long as the job is being processed. Thus, the average cost of processing this load is given by the
average number of busy servers in the M/G/∞ queue, which is given by s(λ)/µs, times the unit
time cost, αs.
Let v(λ) denote the number of VMs rented by the client when its load’s rate is λ. Due to the
performance constraints, each VM can accept a maximum load of ρtµv, and thus, the maximum
load the rented VMs can jointly accept is v(λ)ρtµv at a cost of v(λ)αv, since the user pays per
rented VM.
For a given load λ, the client chooses s(λ) (how much load to send to SC) and v(λ) (how many
VMs to rent) to minimize cost:
c(λ) = αss(λ)/µs + αvv(λ) (4.1)
subject to λ−s(λ) ≤ v(λ)ρtµv, which is the performance constraint for the rented VMs. Note that
2While this is a simple stateless load balancing policy, using more sophisticated load balancing mechanisms does
not qualitatively change the nature of our results, it simply changes the threshold ρt used in our analysis
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Parameter or variable Description
λ total user load
v(λ) number of rented VMs
s(λ) load diverted to serverless
αv unit VM cost
αs unit time cost of serverless
µs service capacity for serverless
µv service capacity of a VM
ρt utilization constraint for a VM
Ls load at which cost of serverless equals cost of VM
Lv maximum load accepted by a VM
Table 4.1: Model parameters and variables.
we assume that 1/µs meets the average response time constraint for the client, since otherwise SC
would never be considered. Table 4.1 summarizes the model parameters.
4.2.1 Analysis
We now investigate the tradeoffs and economic benefits in renting VMs and using SC. Intu-
itively, SC can be leveraged to reduce customer costs, especially for low loads or for loads just
over the performance constraint.
Lets start by noting that the cost of serverless is linear in its load whereas the cost of VM is
independent of its load. For small enough loads, serverless will always be cheaper. However, since
this cost increases linearly with the load, it will eventually surpass the fixed cost of renting a VM.
Let Ls = αvµs/αs denote the load at this crossover. When user load λ < Ls, the user should only
use SC.
When λ > Ls, renting a VM is cheaper and the VM can handle loads λ > Ls until the
performance constraint is no longer met. Let Lv = ρtµv denote the load that a single VM can
accept under the capacity constraint. Thus, for λ ∈ [Ls, Lv], renting a VM is cheaper and can
satisfy the performance constraint without invoking SC.
When λ > Lv, the user must either rent another VM or divert part of the load to serverless.
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Again, since serverless has a linear cost structure, it is cheaper to shed small overloads to SC for a
small enough excess load. When the excessive load is sufficiently large, it will again be cheaper to
rent a (second) VM, and SC will not be used.
This process repeats itself as λ increases, and the optimal allocation can be computed as fol-
lows. For a load λ, we need a total of bλ/Lvc VMs since each VM can handle a load of Lv within
the performance constraint determined by the user. Note the number of VMs is an integer. Since
each VM can handle a load of Lv, the total load handled by the VMs is simply bλ/LvcLv. Given
this value, the excess load is given by λ − bλ/LvcLv. Finally, if this excess load is smaller than
Ls, we send it to serverless. Otherwise, we rent an additional VM to process this excess load, as it
will be cheaper.
From the above calculations, in general we have the following optimal result for renting VMs:
v(λ) =























Lv, if λ− bλ/LvcLv ≤ Ls
0, otherwise
(4.3)
Thus, equations (4.2) and (4.3) give the solution that minimizes the cost posed in equation (4.1).
Last, note that if SC is much cheaper than VMs, then renting VM may never be more cost
effective. This occurs when Lv ≤ Ls, indicating that when the load at which the cost of serverless
equals that of a single VM is larger than what a VM can handle, then the VM is just not cost
effective. In this scenario, we have that s(λ) = λ and v(λ) = 0, as indicated in the above equations.
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4.2.2 Numerical evaluations
Figure 4.2: Optimal cus-
tomer cost with µs = 10,
µv = 7, αv = 1.
Figure 4.3: Optimal cus-
tomer cost with µs = 7,
αs = 3.
Figure 4.4: Unit time
price regions (µs = 10,
µv = 5).
Figure 4.2 plots the optimal cost as function of the load λ for different ratios of αs to αv. The
curves increase linearly with respect to λ when SC is used and flattens when an additional VM is
rented. Note that the cost reduction when using SC strongly depend on the relative prices. If SC is
relatively expensive (αs = 10αv), then the cost savings are marginal. On the contrary, if SC price
is moderate, cost reduction is significant for a larger range of loads (αs = 3αv). Last, if prices are
comparable (αs = 1.3αv), then SC always yields a lower cost.
Another important consideration is the relationship between VM price and capacity, as cloud
providers offer a wide range of VM capacities at different prices. Figure 4.3 shows the optimal
user cost for different price/capacity ratios. Note that as VM capacity increases (and thus its price),
the cost reduction yielded by SC also increases. This occurs because Ls increases with the price
of the VM. However, since the VM has more capacity, it also handles more load, inducing a larger
Lv.
Finally, we investigate the price regions for optimal allocation of VMs and serverless. Note
that given the model parameters (including λ) and a given pair prices αs and αv, either VM rental
is cheaper, or serverless is cheaper (or the same). This induces regions in αs × αv plane where
VM or serverless is more cost effective. Figure 4.4 illustrates these regions for different values for
λ. Note that each curve (straight line) corresponds to the case where the costs are equal. Below
and above the line correspond to the cases where SC and VM rental is cheaper, respectively. Last,
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Parameter Description
βs unit time cost to the cloud provider to offer a container used in SC
βv unit time cost to the cloud provider to offer a VM
Table 4.2: Cloud provider model parameters.
as the load λ increases, the region where serverless is cheaper decreases, since a smaller time unit
cost is required for serverless to be more cost effective.
4.3 Cloud Services Model: Provider perspective
The previous section analyzed how a user can minimize its cost by leveraging different cloud
services to process its load. The reduction in cost attained by the user translates directly to a
reduced revenue (and thus, profit) to the cloud provider. Therefore, it becomes essential for the
cloud provider to optimally set prices for cloud services to ensure maximum profits.
The cloud provider can clearly influence how a rational client leverages different clouds ser-
vices, as the provider sets the prices. For instance, if the price for SC is comparable to VMs, a
rational client will divert all its load to SC, and never rent a VM (as shown in the previous section).
On the other hand, if SC price is much larger than VM price, for almost all loads the client will
prefer to use only VMs. Last, there is price range for SC and VM that the client will prefer to
leverage both services. Hence, the relative pricing between SC and VM determines the services
purchased by a rational client, and consequently the revenue of the provider.
Clearly, a provider incurs costs when offering cloud services, which can depend on the kind of
service. These differences in costs are due to differences in hardware and software, management
practices, and necessary performance. Thus, the cost of offering a VM to client is different from
the cost of offering SC. In particular, let βv and βs be the unit time cost for the cloud provider
to offer a single VM and a single container for SC, respectively. Table 4.2 summarizes the cloud
provider model parameters.
Note that a VM demands more resources from a physical machine than a container used in SC,
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which are more lightweight, as shown in the literature [74]. Therefore, a physical server can offer
more CPU cycles devoted to the user jobs when leveraging containers. Thus, a provider can pack
in more containers on a server as compared to VMs, and this reduces the operating costs for the
provider on a per unit basis (hardware costs, power usage etc.). Consequently, the cost of offering
a single VM is larger than that of offering a single container for SC, βs < βv. Moreover we assume
the cost ratio to be inversely proportional to performance ratio, such that βs/βv = µv/µs. This is
quite useful because it relates the service capacity of SC with its cost in comparison to VM.
Last, since containers can be implemented more efficiently in a given hardware, we assume
that µs > µv. Thus, the cost to the provider as a function of λ is given by:
cp(λ) = βss(λ)/µs + βvv(λ) (4.4)
where v(λ) is the number of VMs rented by the client and s(λ) is the client load sent to SC. As SC
service is modeled by a M/G/∞ queue we use its expectation to denote the number of containers
needed in SC. Thus, s(λ)/µs is the expected number of containers required to offer SC for a load
of s(λ).
The provider profit is simply the difference between its costs and revenue for providing and
selling a given service. Note that this revenue is exactly the client cost for using the cloud services,
and is given by:
p(λ) = c(λ)− cp(λ) = v(λ)(αv − βv) + s(λ)/µs(αs − βs) (4.5)
where c(λ) is the cost for the client which is identical to the revenue of the provider, as given by
equation 4.1.
Given this formulation, how should a provider set its prices to maximize profits under a rational
client that minimizes its costs? In what follows we tackle this problem.
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4.3.1 The Provider-Client Game
Consider the problem of a provider setting prices to maximize profits under a client that lever-
ages cloud services to minimize its cost. We model this problem as a two-player game, using a
game theoretic formulation [76]. In particular, we consider a sequential game with perfect infor-
mation where the provider moves first and determines prices for its cloud services. The client
moves second and determines the services that will be purchased. In our formulation, the provider
must set αs and αv (prices) and the client must decide on v(λ) and s(λ) (number of VMs and
load to SC). Note that being a game of perfect information, both players have access to all model
parameters and equations, including λ.
We assume the client will purchase cloud services to process its load and meet its performance
constraint. Under such consideration, a provider could simply set prices arbitrarily high to increase
its profits. However, given a scenario with multiple cloud providers (as is the case in the current
market), the client could simply purchase services from another cloud provider, in order to mini-
mize its cost. In order to capture this phenomenon, we assume that the provider sets a fixed price
for VM rental, due to strong market competition. In particular, we let αv = 1. Thus, our provider
is left with choosing the price αs for SC.
The solution to this game is a strategy for the provider and a strategy for the client. A Nash
equilibrium in this game is a pair of strategies (one for the provider, another for the client) such
that neither player can benefit from unilaterally changing strategies. A Nash equilibrium can be
found using backward induction in the game tree [76], as follows. For every possible price set by
the provider, the client minimizes its cost by allocating its load to VMs and SC. Among all this
scenarios, the provider chooses the price that maximizes its profit. In the analysis that follows, we
determine this Nash equilibrium.
4.3.2 Analysis
Recall that in §4.2 we determined the minimum cost for the client under a given price. How-
ever, recall that the optimal allocation strongly depends on model parameters and has three different
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regimes: SC only, SC+VM, and VM only. In what follows, we consider each of these regimes.
Case 1 (SC only): ρtµv ≤ αvµs/αs. In this regime, we have that p(λ) = (λ/µs)(αs − βv/µs).
This profit is maximized by setting αs as large as possible within the constraint, since the profit
grows linearly with αs. Thus, the maximum value for αs that satisfy the constraint, denoted by
α
(1)
s , is given by:
α(1)s = µs/ρt (4.6)
Therefore, α(1)s = µs/ρt is the price that maximizes the profit in this regime. Note that the price
is proportional to the capacity of the SC container and inversely proportional to the target utilization
set by the user, ρt. In particular, a user that has a more conservative performance constraint (e.g.,
lower target utilization) will observe a higher price, since resources cannot be used as efficiently.
































Again, this profit increases linearly with αs and thus is maximized by setting αs as large as possible
within the constraint that determines this case. Thus, the largest possible value for αs in this case,





which maximizes the profit in this case. Note that the price is proportional to the capacity of the SC
container and inversely proportional to load offered to SC. In particular, a user that sends more load
to SC will observe a lower price, in order for the provider to maintain its revenue. The maximum





















Case 3 (VM only): otherwise. In this case the profit is independent of αs as only VMs are
being used. In particular, if αs ≥ α(2)s then only VMs will be used by the client. The profit is this









The profit in this region is independent of αs due to no load being sent to SC. Therefore, the
value of αs can be set arbitrarily large subject to the constraint αs ≥ α(2)s . While the optimal
value of αs is not relevant in this case, it is important when we consider distribution of workloads.




Since the provider wants the maximum profit, it can consider the maximum over the three
possible regimes, which is given by:
p∗(λ) = max{p(1)(λ), p(2)(λ), p(3)(λ)} (4.13)
Moreover, the price that achieves this optimum profit is given by:
α∗s = α
(o)
s , where o = arg max
i=1,2,3
{p(i)(λ)} (4.14)
Theorem 1. Consider the Provider-Client game where the strategy for the provider is a choice for
αs and its payoff given by eq. 4.5 and the strategy for the client is the choice of v(λ) (number of
rented VMs) and s(λ) (load to SC) and payoff given by the negation of eq. 4.1. The choices given
by eq. 4.14 (for the provider) and eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 (for the client) is a Nash equilibrium of this
game.
Proof. The proof is by construction of the equations that determine the Nash equilibrium via back-
ward induction on the game tree. Note that for a given price αs chosen by the provider, the strategy
that minimizes the client cost (maximizes its payoff) is given by eqs. 4.2 and 4.3. Thus, the client
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cannot reduce its cost (improve its payoff) by deviating from this strategy. Similarly, given the
client strategy of minimizing its cost as determined by eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 and the strategy of the
provider of determining the price to maximize its profit as in eq. 4.13, the provider cannot improve
its payoff by deviating from the price given in eq. 4.14.
Numerical evaluations
Figure 4.5: Provider profit as a function of SC price, αs.
Figure 4.5 shows the provider’s profit as a function of the SC price, αs, for two values for load,
corresponding to each plot. For both cases, as the price increases we observe three distinct regions,
which correspond to the user configuration: SC only, SC+VM, VM only. The first region where
αs < 2.22 shows a fast linear increase in the provider’s profit since all the workload is served by
SC. In this region, the profit rises simply because the user is paying a higher price to use SC for
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the same workload. At αs = 2.22, there is a sudden drop in the profit as the user reduces its cost
by utilizing the hybrid model SC+VM, with the majority served on the VM and the remaining load
on SC. The profit again starts to increase as the price increases because the same load served in SC
is now being charged a higher price. For λ = 3, the profit increases linearly for αs ∈ [2.22, 6.6],
while for λ = 15 it increases in the range αs ∈ [2.22, 3.4]. Note that the profit slope in this range
is not as steep as in the SC only regime since the workload on SC is much smaller (only the excess
load). As the price continues to increase we observe a second sudden drop in the profit, at αs = 6.6
and αs = 3.4, respectively. This drop occurs because the user can reduce its cost by using a second
VM to serve the excess load, not sending any more load to SC. After this point, increasing the
price αs has no bearing on the profit as the user has adopted a VM only configuration. Thus, note
that as αs increases from zero onward, the user reacts accordingly to minimize its cost and this has
a direct influence on the provider’s profit.
The shape of these two curves is not particular of this parameter configuration. Given our model
formulation and the optimal prices and profit established in equations 4.14 and 4.13, there will
always be two peaks corresponding to the transition from all SC to a hybrid SC+VM configuration
and from the hybrid SC+VM to an all VM configuration. Moreover, since these are peaks, the
optimal profit is bound to occur at one of these two peaks. Interestingly, the transition point that
provides a higher profit does depend on the parameter configuration, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.
However, as λ increases the optimal profit will be attained at the first peak, with the highest possible
price within the all SC regime. As λ decreases, the optimal price is attained in the second peak,
with the highest possible price within the SC+VM regime. Again, this is illustrated in Figure 4.5.
In this section, we discuss and propose future work in D-TAIL that will be promising and
further improve the datacenter network performance.
Partial availability of flow size information. D-TAIL works in either the size-blind mode
(flow-size information is not available) or the size-aware mode (flow-size information is available).
Given the two extremes in terms of flow-size information available, naturally a question arises
whether D-TAIL can have a mode relying on partial availability of flow-size information. The
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partial availability of flow-size information can be obtained in two ways. Firstly, as shown in
[15], flow-size information can be obtained for certain workloads with a accuracy greater than
80%. In this case, D-TAIL’s priority computation can utilize the predicted flow-size information
to compute the priority class for the flow. In future work, it will be interesting to explore if the
partial information can reduce the tail latency of the transport protocols. Also, identifying the
percentage of prediction accuracy required would be beneficial to classify the mode of usage in
D-TAIL for a workload. Secondly, a datacenter can have a diverse mix of applications and the
application developers for a subset of applications can provide the flow-size information to the
transport protocol. It is worth investigating in the future if using a hybrid of size-blind mode and
size-aware mode, i.e. using size-blind for flows without flow-size information and using size-
aware for flows with flow-size information, can improve the overall performance of the datacenter
networks.
Tail-Latency as a function of α. In D-TAIL, the tunable parameter α is powerful because
it can be fine-tuned to achieve better performance for a variety of workloads. However, finding
the value of α requires the use of Bayesian optimization. In the optimization, multiple iterations
of the experiments are required to identify an α that improves performance. While all of our
experiments have shown that 25 iterations are sufficient for the analyzed workloads, it is entirely
plausible that significantly more iterations can be required for other workloads. We believe that
understanding the impact of α on tail-latency would be beneficial. One opportunity to explore
is finding tail-latency as a function of α dependent on factors including workload characteristics
such as flow-size distribution and flow arrival rate, and network characteristics such as topology,
link-speeds, and number of priority classes in switches. Having this function can further enable
datacenter operators to easily figure out the value of α for their workloads.
Optimally selecting the bin boundaries in Priority Quantization Priority Quantization is
dependent on the number of priority classes supported by the switches. Typically, commodity
switches support 4 or 8 priority classes. In priority quantization, we aimed to distribute equal
number of bytes across the available priority classes. This distribution required splitting the infinite
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range of priority values into 4 to 8 bins depending on the switches. In our simulations assuming 8
bins, we had to identify 7 priority values that would serve as the bin boundaries. We observed that
the tail latency for a workload was extremely sensitive to the selection of bin boundaries. Obtaining
the bin boundaries that reduced tail-latencies was a challenging task due to the time factor of age
of flow in the priority calculation. The age of flow makes it difficult to get an even distribution of
bytes across the priority classes. One possible strategy worth exploring in the future work is using
Bayesian Optimization for selecting the bin boundaries. This approach adds complexity due to
the need for fine-tuning multiple parameters. However, it would immensely simplify the protocol
deployment for the datacenter operators.
4.4 Related work
A large body of work has explored different pricing schemes for different cloud services
paradigms, considering both the perspective of the customer (how to minimize cost) and the cloud
provider (how to maximize revenue or profit) [77, 78, 79, 80]. Cloud providers also offer services
under a dynamic pricing scheme (i.e., spot instances), and some recent works have focused on
price bidding and price prediction and dynamic VM allocation to reduce costs [81, 82, 83]. A
common line of work explores the combination of multiple cloud service paradigms, such as dy-
namic pricing, fixed pricing, and VMs that can be switched on and off, under different workloads,
such as video streaming, and scientific computation, in order to reduce customer costs [84, 80, 85,
86]. Another area of research has focused on minimizing customer costs in hybrid (private/public)
cloud providers, especially where they explore provisioning of private clouds and the offloading of
excess computations to a public cloud [87, 88]. Although these prior works are similar in scope
to the current paper, to the best of our knowledge, none of them have explored a hybrid approach




The thesis has tackled a twofold problem of achieving high performance and identifying
a pricing strategy for the cloud provider. Specifically, increase in performance is achieved by im-
proving transport protocols in datacenter networks and proposing a container deployment system.
In datacenter networks, the thesis has presented D-TAIL, an easy to implement datacen-
ter transport adaptive mechanism requiring only a minor software change in prioritization-based
scheduling in datacenter transport. D-TAIL can be fine-tuned for each workload using a single
tunable parameter α to implement a range of scheduling policies like FCFS, enhanced SRPT, and
LAS, thereby enabling the datacenter operator to meet a variety of performance objectives as de-
sired. D-TAIL is flexible and can operate in two modes: size-blind when flow size is not available
and size-aware for even better performance when flow size information is available. The evalua-
tions show that D-TAIL is robust, can utilize and be compatible with existing transport protocols
like DCTCP, pFabric, and Homa. Finally, a key contribution is the use of Bayesian optimization to
identify the value of α that maximizes improvement for any workload. In addition, the thesis also
presents a container deployment system consisting of peer-to-peer network and virtual file system
with content-addressable storage. The proposed deployment design addresses the problem of cold
start along with increasing compute availability, and preventing network bottlenecks.
For pricing, the thesis has addressed a hybrid system where a customer can split its work-
load between VM rental and SC in order to minimize costs while satisfying a given performance
constraint. A key finding is the existence of three optimal operational regimes, where depending
on system parameters, the Nash equilibrium of the game (i.e., the optimal strategy for the customer
and provider) is for the customer to use only SC or only VM or a combination of both. Moreover,
we analytically characterize these three regimes as a function of system parameters, such as deter-
mining the optimal price for SC. Finally, we believe the proposed framework to study SC pricing
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and the various insights provided in this chapter can help both cloud providers and customers bet-
ter understand the tradeoffs and implications of a hybrid system that combines SC and VM rental
with their corresponding pricing structure.
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